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Key Insights
Recent events in New Zealand demonstrate the reputational and compliance risks
that can stem from active and passive investments in controversial weapons firms.
The world’s 40 publicly traded controversial weapons producers are listed on more
than 1,000 global equity indices, a selection of which we analyze in this report.
Investors can mitigate risks by monitoring relevant legislation and assessing the
extent of their portfolio exposure to controversial weapons companies.





KiwiSaver puts controversial weapons back on the radar
While many investors have long since recognized that investments in companies that
manufacture controversial weapons can generate reputational and compliance
challenges, the KiwiSaver case shows that investors can still get caught off guard on the
issue of controversial weapons. Public outcry over reports that KiwiSaver, a voluntary
investment scheme in New Zealand, had invested upwards of NZD 43.6 m (USD 31.3 m) in
controversial weapons firms recently led asset managers working with KiwiSaver to dump
99.9% of their direct equity holdings in these companies. As KiwiSaver providers are now
under pressure to exit their indirect (passive) investments in such companies, the case
also shows that investors using passive products that track widely followed market
benchmarks can face questions about their exposure to controversial weapons
companies. In this report, we investigate the KiwiSaver case, segment the world’s 40
publicly traded controversial weapons manufacturers by country and identify fresh
perspectives on the topic of controversial weapons.1
Select benchmarks with constituents involved in controversial weapons production
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Re-examining controversial weapons investments
Some markets have yet to resolve
debates around controversial
weapons investments

Controversial weapons investments are certainly not a new issue, and investors in many
markets have developed sophisticated policy stances and portfolio tools to manage the
reputational and compliance risks that can stem from investing in controversial weapons
manufacturers. However, recent events in New Zealand show that some markets have yet
to resolve debates about investing in controversial weapons, and that some investors may
face hidden risk exposure through passive investment products, including exchangetraded funds (ETFs) and index funds.

Understanding the KiwiSaver Case
Inquiries into KiwiSaver scratch the
surface of controversial weapons
exposure

KiwiSaver is a voluntary government-initiated investment plan with 2.6 million members
and NZD 33.8 bn (USD 24.2 m) in assets spread across 500 funds managed by 24 privatesector providers.3 Over the past year, New Zealand news agencies have been uncovering
the extent to which KiwiSaver providers have been investing in companies involved in the
production of controversial weapons, i.e., weapons that cause disproportionate and
indiscriminate impacts on civilians, even years after a conflict has ended.4

Does purchasing shares on the
secondary market constitute
investment?

The situation highlights the challenge facing portfolio managers who invest in companies
involved in activities prohibited by international treaties that New Zealand has ratified and
implemented into national law. As shown below, New Zealand has implemented national
laws covering different types of controversial weapons. While the respective laws
regarding nuclear weapons and anti-personnel mines ban aiding, abetting, procuring,
assisting or encouraging the production of these weapons, the 2009 New Zealand Cluster
Munitions Prohibition Act goes a step further by explicitly prohibiting individuals from
knowingly investing in the development or production of cluster munitions.5
International treaties and New Zealand laws pertaining to controversial weapons
Weapon
Nucl ea r wea pons
Bi ol ogi ca l wea pons
Chemi ca l wea pons
Anti -pers onnel mi nes
Cl us ter muni ti ons

Treaties and laws
1970 UN Trea ty on the Non-Prol i fera ti on of Nucl ea r Wea pons
1987 New Zea l a nd Nucl ea r Free Zone, Di s a rma ment, a nd Arms Control Act
1975 UN Bi ol ogi ca l Wea pons Conventi on
1987 New Zea l a nd Nucl ea r Free Zone, Di s a rma ment, a nd Arms Control Act
1996 Chemi ca l Wea pons (Prohi bi ti on) Act
1997 UN Chemi ca l Wea pons Conventi on
1998 New Zea l a nd Anti -Pers onnel Mi nes Prohi bi ti on Act
1999 UN Anti -Pers onnel Mi ne Ba n Conventi on
2009 New Zea l a nd Cl us ter Muni ti ons Prohi bi ti on Act
2010 UN Conventi on on Cl us ter Muni ti ons
Source: Legal documents6

Comparing KiwiSaver and the Super
Fund

An important point of comparison in the KiwiSaver debate is the New Zealand
Superannuation Fund (Super Fund). Unlike KiwiSaver, the Super Fund is managed by a
state entity, Guardians of New Zealand Superannuation, whose mandate includes making
commercially prudent investments without undue risks to the Fund, while avoiding
prejudice to New Zealand’s reputation.7 In accordance with this mandate, the Super Fund
maintains an exclusion list banning investments in a group of companies making products
that conflict with government policy.8
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New Zealand news agencies dig into
KiwiSaver

Despite concerns about the extent to which the Super Fund does or should screen against
companies involved in banned activities,9 its exclusion list has become a de facto
normative standard for evaluating other New Zealand Crown Financial Institutions and
KiwiSaver. In August 2015, the Sunday Star-Times published a story describing how two
KiwiSaver providers invested in funds exposed to at least three companies excluded by
the Super Fund for their involvement in manufacturing cluster munitions and antipersonnel mines.10 A year later, in August 2016, Radio New Zealand (RNZ) reported that
default KiwiSaver providers were investing in companies making these weapons. 11 The
New Zealand Herald then revealed an analysis of about 500 KiwiSaver funds, finding that
about 2 million people were unwittingly investing upwards of NZD 152 m (USD 108.8 m)
in companies blacklisted by the Super Fund.12

The KiwiSaver story caused a wave of
reactions from the public,
government, law-enforcement and
fund managers

The KiwiSaver story was followed by public outcry,13 government inquiries,14 a complaint
filed by Amnesty International,15 and an assessment by the police and the New Zealand
Financial Markets Authority.16 While the police did not find evidence of an offense, 17
KiwiSaver providers ultimately committed to sell 99.9% of their actively managed shares
of the controversial weapons companies in question. 18 While the dust appears to have
settled with respect to direct KiwiSaver holdings, concerns about index funds linger.19

Applying lessons from the KiwiSaver case
Importance of portfolio analysis
The KiwiSaver case illustrates that investors can still be caught off guard by controversial
weapons investments despite the widespread policy development that has occurred on
this issue over the past ten years, particularly in Europe. For investors based in countries
that have ratified international treaties20 or implemented national laws to ban
controversial weapons production, or for those with a multi-jurisdictional footprint, this
situation reinforces the importance of understanding local norms and regulations, and
monitoring portfolio exposure to controversial weapons firms.
Number of companies producing controversial weapons by country
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Controversial weapon companies by country
Our country analysis shows where
private and public controversial
weapons companies operate

According to Sustainalytics’ Controversial Weapons Radar, which provides a framework
and regularly updated research that investors can use to identify companies involved in
controversial weapons, 87 companies operating across the globe (40 public and 47
private) are directly involved in the production of these weapons.22 As shown in the chart
above on p. 3, more than half of the world’s public companies producing controversial
weapons are based in the US.

The role of passive funds
Major benchmarks can expose
investors to controversial weapons
companies

The KiwiSaver case also shows that investors offering passive investment products can
face questions about their exposure to controversial weapons companies. This
development is notable, as most national debates on controversial weapons investments
have centred on investors’ direct equity holdings. While some laws prohibiting
controversial weapons investments provide exceptions for index-based products,23 the
KiwiSaver case calls attention to the fact that major equity benchmarks do not typically
consider companies’ business activities and that some unitholders of ETFs and index funds
that track major indices may object to their (indirect) exposure to controversial weapons
companies. Given the current market shift towards passive management – global assets
under management (AUM) in passive strategies grew 230% from 2007-2016 compared to
just 54% for those with active strategies24 – the scope for such questions may expand.
Index representation by controversial weapon type
The figure below shows the number of equity indices that include shares of the world’s 40
publicly traded controversial weapons producers. This analysis provides insight into the
relative size of different weapons types. Nuclear weapons producers show up on nearly
1,000 global indexes, compared to less than 100 for anti-personnel mine manufacturers.
The prevalence of nuclear weapons companies is partly due to the relatively large number
(30) of publicly traded nuclear weapons companies and the legality of nuclear weapons
production in nuclear states.25
Number of equity indices by controversial weapon type
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Representation on major benchmarks
Controversial weapons producers
account for almost 2% of the S&P 500

The chart below indicates that publicly traded controversial weapons producers account
for between 0.5% and 2% of the total market cap of some of the world’s most important
benchmarks, such as S&P 500 (1.9%), FTSE 100 (1.7%) and MSCI EAFE (0.9%). These
percentages are marginal, but many passive investors may be unaware that these indices
offer any exposure to controversial weapons. While ethical and environmental, social and
governance (ESG) indices have multiplied in recent years, established market benchmarks
account for a significantly larger share of the USD 6 trn in passive AUM.27
Market capitalization of controversial weapons producers on selected market indices
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Perspectives on the path ahead
Investors can still be caught off guard
by controversial weapons investments

The KiwiSaver case demonstrates the reputational and compliances risks that can stem
from investments in controversial weapons companies. Many investors are highly attuned
to such challenges and have developed policies and tools to mitigate these risks, either
voluntarily or as a means to comply with national legislation. The KiwiSaver case illustrates
how investors can still be caught off guard by controversial weapons issues and that some
markets have yet to undergo a full debate about controversial weapons investments.

Passive investors can also face
questions about controversial
weapons companies

The KiwiSaver example is also notable in that it shows that investors using passive
products can face questions about their indirect exposure to controversial weapons firms.
In markets where relevant legislation does not set specific guidelines around index-based
products, investors using passive products, including those that track major market
benchmarks, could face unexpected public and regulatory scrutiny. Whether dominant
market benchmarks should incorporate ESG criteria is certainly not a new question, but
the KiwiSaver case may raise awareness about some of the limitations of a pure market
cap-based approach. Some large investors have agued that mainstream benchmarks
should incorporate material ESG factors.29 We expect this debate to advance in the years
ahead as ESG integration proliferates.
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About Sustainalytics
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implementation of responsible investment strategies. With 15 offices globally,
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the firm has more than 300 staff members, including 170 analysts with varied
multidisciplinary expertise of more than 40 sectors. Through the IRRI survey, investors
selected Sustainalytics as the best independent responsible investment research firm
for three consecutive years, 2012 through 2014 and in 2015, Sustainalytics was named
among the top three firms for both ESG and Corporate Governance research. For more
information, visit www.sustainalytics.com.
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